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MAZIE

Piano
Flute
1st Clarinet in B-flat
Tenor Saxophone (B-flat)
1st Cornet in B-flat
2nd Cornet in B-flat
Horns in F
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Viola
Cello
Bass
Drums

Notes
There are two copies of the 1st Violin parts in the set.
Viola and 2nd Violin are scored for two players.
Drums includes Bells (although not listed on the part) and Woodblock.
All parts have cued lyrics. Lyric line breaks follow the four bar phrases of the melody.

Lyrics
Mazie, Mazie,
I’d like to be your beau
I could kiss and love you so
Tease and hug till You said “Oh! Please let go”
Mazie Mazie
My love divine
I’ve met girls but you are so diff’rent dear,
Mazie mine
Mazie

Flute
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1st Clarinet in E♭

[Musical notation]
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Maz- ie,
Maz- ie,
y'd like

to be your beau-
I could Kiss and love you so

Tease and hug till

you said "Oh! Please let go" Maz- ie-

Maz- ie,
My Love di-

vine

I've met girls, but

you are so different dear, Maz-

ie

mine!

Solo Cl. or Bar.

mine!
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Tenor Saxophone (B♭)

Solo 1st time

Obligato 2nd time

1

2
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1st Cornet in B♭

Cho:

Mazie
Mazie
I'd like

to be your beau.

I could kiss and love you so

Rose and hug till you said "Oh! Please let go" Mazie

Mazie

My love divine.

I've met girls, but you are so different dear, Mazie
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Mazie, Mazie, Old-like
To be your heart, I could kiss and
love you so
Tease and hug till you said "Oh! Please ki go"

Mazie, Mazie, My Love divine
I've met girls, but you are so different dear

Mazie mine!
Horns in F.

Mazie, Mazie, I'd like to be your beau,

Kiss and love you so fease and hug till you said, "Oh! Please let go" Mazie,

Love divine. You're not girls, but you are so different dear, Mazie —

Mazie, mine!
MAZIE
FOX - TROT

Trombone.
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Mazie, Mazie, I'd like to be your beau,
I could kiss and love you so.

Mazie, Mazie, My Love divine.
I've met girls, but you are so different dear,
Mazie mine.
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2nd violin

Ma - zie       Ma - zie       I'd like
_to be your beau -

I could kiss and love you so

Tease and hug till you said "Oh! Please let go" Mar - zie,

Ma - zie       My Love de -
vine

I've met girls, but you are so diff - rent - dear

Ma - zie       mine
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Viola.
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